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We report that Thynia Linea, a "gray band" on Europa, is a -25 km wide and >900 krn long region of crustal 
separation and spreading. Roughly a dozen older features and the -7 cuspate segments that form its outline 
apparently have been displaced across its width, with new crustal material forming in between. Displacement 
azimuths suggest rotation about a pole near 79OS, 200°W in response to NW-SE directed tensile stress, in accord 
with the stress predictions of non-synchronous rotation. These observations are consistent with a laterally mobile 
brittle crust, decoupled from ductile or liquid material below. Crustal separation and formation of new crust offers a 
viable volcano-tectonic scenario for resurfacing Europa. If such is ongoing, resurfacing can be accom lished on a 3 time scale consistent with the satellite's -lo7-lo8 yr surface age if one gray band forms every -10 - lo4 yr and 
becomes unrecognizable with age, as through continuous deposition of frost onto the surface. 

Thynia Linea is a relatively low albedo feature seen near the terminator of -2 kmlpxl Voyager 2 images of 
Europa (Figure la), mapped as a "gray band" [I]. Its outline consists of -7 cuspate segments which appear to match 
across its width in a manner consistent with rafting apart of the opposing sides. In addition, at least 5 and as many 
as 12 pairs of structures which match in scale and character across the band can be reconstructed successfully in terms 
of their continuity and orientation when opposing sides of Thynia Linea are restored (Figure lb). (This restoration 
by means of -25 km translation is a simplification, as indicated by gaps and minor overlap.) 

The direction and magnitude of opening across the gray band were estimated by examining the positions of 
displaced structures and cusp-like "comers." Stereonet analysis is used to estimate a pole of opening from 
displacement azimuths, with perpendicular great circles through each displacement intersecting at a pole if one exists. 
A contour plot of the density of these intersections indicates a pole at 79OS, 200"W (Figure 2). 

If opening took place about this pole, then the magnitude of displacement circumferential to the pole should 
increase with distance from it. The measured circumferential component of opening is plotted against great circle 
distance from the pole in Figure 3, and the trend is well fit by a parabola passing through the origin. Opening is 
least near the ends of the gray band and reaches a -30 km maximum near the midpoint along the band's length, akin 
to the behavior of terrestrial rifts. This suggests that Europa's crust is not behaving as a rigid plate. Strain near the 
gray band's distal reaches may have been taken up by internal crustal deformation, tensile stress may have tapered out 
in the region distal from the pole, or yet unidentified transform-like structures may have accommodated strain. If 
area is conserved, compression is implied radial to the pole of rotation, but no specific features have been identified 
to account for such. Compression might be taken up by distributed crustal deformation, or by structures such as 
ridges that lie out of view beyond the terminator or limb. 

NW-SE directed tensile stress is indicated by the displaced features and the inferred rotation pole. This provides a 
poor match to stress trajectories predicted from tidal distortion [3] but is a very good match to the stress predictions 
of non-synchronous rotation [4]. Europa's other prominent gray band, Libya Linea (and a rhomboid feature to its 
immediate south) probably formed by opening and infilling also, as their boundaries reconstruct well. They likewise 
indicate NW-SE tension, with right-lateral transtension implied by the rhomboid feature. 

Cross-cutting relationships identify ridges as among Europa's most youthful features [I]. Only two features-- 
cycloidal ridge Delphi Flexus and a structure near the band's northern terminus--appear to cross-cut Thynia Linea, 
while the gray band apparently cross-cuts all other features, including ridges. This identifies Thynia Linea as 
relatively young. The planform of Thynia Linea consists of cuspate segments reminiscent of Europa's cycloidal 
ridges in shape and length. Furthermore, the orientation of Thynia Linea is like that of neighboring features near its 
ends, but changes from following a regional N-S fabric near its southern end to mimicking NE-SW ridge trends 
along its northern extent. This suggests that pre-existing structures, such as cycloidal ridges, served as centers of 
weakness exploited by the gray band as it opened. 

The suggestion that Europa's crust is laterally mobile has been made previously, based on reconstruction of 
wedge-shaped bands in the anti-jovian region [4]. We suggest that gray bands and wedge-shaped bands formed by 
similar means, through plate-like separation and infilling by mobile material. Their nearly identical red color and 
low albedo [5] is consistent with similar formational processes. Thynia Linea shows only hints of positive relief, 
so infilling to a hydrostatic level implies similar densities for the infilling material and surrounding crust. Perhaps 
both contain similar amounts of dark contaminants, with the crust's bright appearance due to a high albedo veneer 
absent from newer features such as gray bands. Alternatively, newly emplaced material may be prone to darkening, 
as by formation of a lag. The motion of coherent "plates" atop a fluid substratum suggests that Europa may be 
shaped by processes analogous to those in terrestrial sea ice, including separation and collision, but on a larger scale. 

The great areal extent of Thynia Linea (21,000 km2) invites speculation that creation of new crustal material in 
the form of gray and wedge-shaped bands offers a means of resurfacing Europa. To estimate the band formation rate 
necessary for active resurfacing of Europa on a time scale consistent with its -lo7-lo8 yr [6] surface age, we assume 
that: 1) a typical gray band (or zone of wedge-shaped bands) has an area of 104 km2 and resurfaces a random patch of 
Europa; 2) an equal area is simultaneously destroyed by compression, conserving total area; and 3) an area -7 times 
the total of the satellite must be affected by gray band formation or related compression before the randomly located 
and oriented volcano-tectonic swaths are said to have "resurfaced" the satellite. In this scenario, one band-forming 
event is required every -lo3-104 years to resurface the satellite on the appropriate time scale. 
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If a steady state number of -10-100 observable bands or band sets is maintained over Europa, then bands must 
become indistinguishable from surrounding terrain in -lo5 yr. Disappearance of these relatively low albedo features 
might occur through brightening, as by continuous deposition of frost onto the surface. To obscure a darker 
substrate, 21 mrn of water frost is probably required [7]. Models of molecular transport on Europa (constrained by 
observed SO2 abundances) indeed suggest that the satellite grows by 21 rnrn in lo5 yr through deposition of water 
frost onto the surface, perhaps emanating from an interior liquid region [8]. 

During its initial encounter with Europa upon orbital insertion, Galileo will image southern Thynia Linea and 
its surroundings at 710 mlpixel as part of a 16-frame mosaic along the terminator. These images will improve our 
knowledge of cross-cutting relationships, crater ages, and landform morphologies. Galileo might reveal evidence of 
surface frost, including "ghost" structures that are being progressively brightened. The region southeast of Thynia 
Linea can be examined for compressional features that complement gray band extension. Surprises certainly await. 
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